
Hi! Thank you for choosing our script!


We sincerely hope that you will like what we have created and that it helps you in your 

creative process. 

Introduction


You can use one or several objects to create a pattern.


The script distributes objects randomly across the artboard, creating a seamless pattern.


The script works with any artboard size.


The settings allow you to adjust the size, distance between objects and their opacity.

Compatibility


Pattern Creator PRO is compatible with Windows and MacOS.


Compatibility: Adobe Illustrator CC (2018) 22.0 and late versions of Adobe Illustrator.


Previous versions of Adobe Illustrator are not supported.

Recomendations


A computer that does not have sufficient power may freeze while running the script or run 
slower than usual. This can also happen if too many objects were selected for the pattern, 
or the script settings specify parameters for generating a very large number of objects.


Save your artwork before applying the script to avoid losing results.


If your computer freezes or slows down while the script is running, change the 
randomization parameters in the script settings as follows:


Increase Diam. min and reduce the Diam. max.


You may also choose fewer objects for the pattern.

Installation


Copy the Pattern Creator PRO.jsx file to the standard Adobe Illustrator scripts folder. The 
location of this folder depends on the version of Adobe Illustrator and your operating 
system configuration.


For Windows, the path might look like this:


C / Program Files / Adobe / Adobe Illustrator (your version) / Presets / en_GB / Scripts


For macOS:


Applications / Adobe Illustrator (your version) / Presets / en_GB / Scripts
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Settings


Size min - minimum size of objects (diameter of auxiliary circles),


Size max - maximum size of objects (diameter of auxiliary circles),


Opacity min - minimum opacity of objects


Opacity max - maximum opacity of objects


Distance min - minimum distance between objects


Distance max - maximum distance between objects


Artboards - select an artboard for the pattern


No Resize - do not change the original sizes of objects


Random Angle - rotate objects


Flip - flip objects


Start - create a pattern


Randomize - shuffle objects


To Swatches - prepare a pattern for saving to the Swatches panel. Click the button "To 

Swatches", then click "Done". After that, you can drag the pattern to Swatches panel, to 

create a Pattern Swatch


Clear - delete a pattern


Done - exit the script


Close - close the script window


Stop - terminate the script


Mask - hide elements protruding from the artboard under the masks


Crop - Crop and remove all vector shapes that protrude from the work area

Pattern Creator PRO can be run without installation. To do this, open File / Scripts / Other 

Script. Next, find the folder where the script is located and select it.

Restart Adobe Illustrator. The script will appear in the Adobe Illustrator File / Scripts 
menu.

After that, you can find the Pattern Creator PRO script in the main menu File > Scripts.

How to use


1. Open an existing document or create a new document (Ctrl + N)


2. Place the cliparts for the pattern outside of the artboard

3. Save the file before applying the script to avoid losing the result


4. Select the cliparts from which you want to make a pattern and run the Pattern Creator Pro 

script.


5. You will see a dialog box like this:

support@kuafara.com



Please, contact us if you have any questions or you need our support — we are always glad 

to help you!


Best regards, 

Kuafara Team


